




 
 

Basic Operation 

 

K10 abrasive  saw 

3 hp,  5/8” spdl. RH thd. 

 

SAFETY!  SAFETY! SAFETY!  ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GLASSES, NO GLOVES 

OR LOOSE HAIR, CLOTHING AND NO STEEL BLADES. ABRASIVE BLADES 

ONLY. SEE ABRASIVE SAFETY SHEET. 

 

1. Be sure incoming AC voltage matches saw voltage/phase. IF NOT FAMILIAR 

WITH ELECTRICS CONSULT AN ELECTRICIAN. ELECTRICAL 

FAILURES DUE TO INCORRECT WIRING ARE NOT WARRANTED. 

 

2. Use correct abrasive blade for the material. Any 5/8” arbor blade can be fitted 

but be sure it’s the correct grade for the material. Good cuts are bright and not 

burned. Consult your dealer for abrasive blades. Many grades of blades may 

need to be sampled before selecting the one that performs the best. 

          

         3.   Adjust UP stop and Down stop so abrasive blade does not cut into the saw table. 

               Adjust Down stop as the blade wears down to allow blade to cut thru material. 

  

3. Clamp material securely. Slide vise rod tightly against material , use the vise  

Lock handle to clamp the work piece tight.  DO NOT ALLOW WORK PIECE 

TO MOVE DURING CUTTING OR THE BLADE WILL BREAK!  

          

4. Adjust the stock stop for cutting lengths. 

 

5. Keep V belts tensioned. ½” of squeeze is tight enough. If V belt “squeals” then 

they are loose. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN!  See instruction sheet.  

 

6. Cut material by pulling down on the manual handle. Use a smooth steady 

cutting force to allow the abrasive blade to “break down” and expose a new 

cutting edge. If the blade does not cut a bright non-burned cut then the abrasive 

blade grade is incorrect. Consult your dealer or the factory for blade 

specifications. 

 

7. Maintenance- Keep  V belts tensioned, Up and Down stops adjusted, keep 

machine clean. No grease is required.  
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